Abstract-Due to the high data rates in optical networks, physical-layer attacks targeting service degradation, such as power jamming, can potentially lead to large data and revenue losses. Conventional network survivability approaches which establish link-disjoint working and backup paths to protect from component faults may not provide adequate protection for such attacks. Namely, the working and the backup paths, although link-disjoint, might both be affected by a single attack scenario due to specific attack propagation characteristics. To enhance the existing survivability approaches, we utilize the concept of an attack group (AG) which incorporates these characteristics to identify connections which can simultaneously be affected by a single attack. We apply this concept to dedicated path protection (DPP) and develop attack-aware DPP (AA-DPP) approaches which aim to establish AG-disjoint primary and backup paths in a cost-effective manner. We provide a two-step ILP formulation for the routing and wavelength assignment of the working and backup paths, as well as a heuristic for larger problem instances. Numerical results indicate that the proposed approaches provide dedicated path protection schemes with enhanced attack protection without using more resources (i.e., wavelengths, average path lengths) than standard DPP methods.
propagate along configured connections causing wide-spread damage. The tightening bandwidth and reliability performance requirements of mission-critical applications, the widening areas of optical network application and increasing infrastructure accessibility all motivate the need for effective protection and restoration strategies in optical networks, not only to protect from component failures, but also from physical-layer attacks.
Optical-layer security is becoming a growing concern among operators, driving the development of intrusion detection systems (e.g., [7] , [8] ) and other security solutions aimed at detecting attacks or making access to critical network infrastructure more difficult. These solutions may be further combined with management paradigms related to jamming attacks such as those from [3] , [9] . Although these established paradigms enable detection and source localization of attacks, they do not address the aspect of network survivability in the presence of attacks. Standard optical network protection approaches typically establish link and/or node-disjoint working and backup paths, focusing on fiber cuts and node equipment failures as the main reasons for service interruptions [10] [11] [12] . Although effective in the presence of failures, such approaches may not provide adequate protection in the presence of attacks which can propagate and degrade multiple link/node-disjoint paths simultaneously. To deal with this problem, we introduce the concept of so-called attack groups (AGs), extending our preliminary work from [13] . AGs identify connection paths that can affect each other in case they carry malicious signals based on the specific propagation characteristics of the considered attack(s). A connection is then assumed to be attack-protected if its primary and backup paths are AG-disjoint.
While providing enhanced security of the network routing solution, protecting all connections from propagating attacks could incur significant increase of resource usage and may not be economically viable. Consequently, instead of employing full attack protection, we propose to minimize the number of attackunprotected connections (on top of standard failure-oriented link-disjoint protection) in such a way that little or no extra resources are required. Unlike the existing failure management paradigms related to attacks, our objective is not to detect them but to reduce their damaging effects through attack-aware network planning. We do so by modeling attack propagation characteristics with AGs and incorporating attack-awareness into the objective of the conventional link-disjoint dedicated path protection problem, referring to the approach as attack-aware dedicated path protection (AA-DPP). We consider propagating in-band jamming attacks and propose a two-step integer linear program (ILP) formulation for AA-DPP, as well as an iterative heuristic for larger instances. Numerical results indicate that the proposed approaches are able to protect a large number of connections from jamming attacks, while using the same amount of resources as analogous non-attack-aware DPP approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines related work, while attack propagation characteristics and AGs are discussed in Section III. The AA-DPP problem definition, the two-step ILP formulation and the iterative heuristic approach are presented in Sections IV, V and VI, respectively. Section VII describes the numerical results and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous protection approaches have been developed to ensure reliable transmission in the presence of single, and possibly multiple, component faults [14] , [15] . Protection schemes are typically divided into shared or dedicated approaches providing path or link protection. Path protection implies reserving a link-(and possibly node-) disjoint backup path for the working path of each connection, while link protection implies reserving an alternative route for each link. In shared protection, multiple backup paths can share network resources assuming that their respective primary paths are disjoint, i.e., do not fail simultaneously under single component failure. Dedicated protection schemes reserve protection paths without sharing resources, either transmitting simultaneously on both working and backup paths (1 + 1 protection) or only on the primary path keeping the reserved backup resources in cold standby until a failure occurs (1:1 protection). In this work, we focus on 1:1 dedicated path protection.
An ILP formulation for the dedicated path protection problem with the objective to minimize the total used capacity was proposed in [16] . An alternative formulation to minimize blocking under single-link failures is given in [17] . Since the dedicated path protection problem has been shown to be NP-complete [18] , several heuristics approaches have been proposed for larger instances. Surveys of such heuristics can be found in [12] and [19] .
While most protection approaches consider single component failures, several methods have also been developed to deal with multiple failures [20] , [21] . The concept of shared risk groups (SRGs), where multiple network resources are assumed to fail as a group, e.g., fibers sharing the same fiber conduit, has been considered in survivability approaches by ensuring that the working and backup paths are SRG-disjoint [22] . Furthermore, protection schemes in the context of geographically correlated failures which can be a consequence of natural disasters or a physical infrastructure attack (e.g., an Electromagnetic Pulse attack or Weapons of Mass Destruction) have been studied in [23] . However, protection in the context of more covert signal degradation attacks, such as power jamming, which can affect multiple connections that do not necessarily all share the same physical components, has not yet been widely studied.
An initial approach for survivable routing and regenerator placement in the presence of power jamming attacks was proposed in [24] for translucent networks, where the propagation of attacks is reduced by adding regeneration points. In transparent optical networks, ensuring full protection from service degradation attacks would require a huge amount of resources. Thus, we propose to partially protect the network from attacks by adding attack-awareness to standard survivability approaches which consider single link failures such that little or no extra resources are incurred. Attack-awareness has been incorporated into the routing and wavelength assignment (WA) process in transparent optical networks to reduce the number of connections that can be affected by a single jamming attack in [25] [26] [27] . In this paper, we address the issue of survivability to provide protection in the presence of such attacks, extending our preliminary works from [13] , [28] and [29] . In [28] , we developed a heuristic approach for survivable WA considering only signal degradation effects of power jamming inside optical switches. In [13] , we introduced the concept of AGs modeling the compound harmful effects from such attacks in both optical switches and fibers, and proposed a heuristic approach for attack-aware DPP which ensures all connections are attackprotected. In [29] , we developed an ILP formulation for shared path protection again guaranteeing full attack-protection. The results of these preliminary studies suggested that obtaining full protection from attacks may induce considerable resource overhead. This indicates that schemes which maximize the degree of protection from attacks while using no extra resources compared to resource-minimizing approaches may represent more economically viable solutions. To this end, in this paper we extend upon the concept of AGs based on attack propagation characteristics and develop AA-DPP approaches to minimize the number of attack-unprotected connections in a cost-efficient manner.
III. ATTACK PROPAGATION AND AGS

A. Propagation Characteristics of Service Degradation Attacks
Physical-layer attacks in optical networks have been categorized according to those aimed at gaining unauthorized access to the carried data or those causing service degradation [1] [2] [3] , [5] , [6] , the latter of which is considered in this paper. Service degradation attacks generally involve inserting malicious signals into the network, such as optical signals of excessive power (e.g., 5-20 dB above other, legitimate signals), to degrade other user connections. Such a signal can be inserted on a legitimate channel used in the network (in-band jamming) or on a wavelength outside the signal window (out-of-band jamming) [6] and can degrade co-propagating user channels due to increased crosstalk and nonlinear effects in fibers. Furthermore, a jamming signal can cause so-called gain competition in optical amplifiers where the high-powered signal robs weaker legitimate signals of gain. Even if electronic equalization in amplifiers counteracts gain competition in the steady-state, initial brief oscillations in gain (called transients) can occur. Additionally, in-band jamming signals can increase intra-channel crosstalk in optical switches to other user signals traversing the switch on the same wavelength.
In-band jamming attacks can be especially harmful in networks employing fixed optical add drop multiplexers (FOADMs) without variable optical attenuators since the attack could propagate along the connection it was inserted on unthwarted. Approximately 40% of current networks still employ FOADMs at network nodes, particularly in the metro segment. In such a scenario, all other connections sharing common fibers or switches with the attacking signal downstream of the attacking point could be affected. In some cases it may even be possible for attacked connections to gain attacking capabilities themselves and spread the attack even further beyond the reach of the original attacking signal [4] .
In core networks which employ reconfigurable optical add drop multiplexers (ROADMs) at all (or most) nodes, a jamming signal would generally be attenuated at intermediate nodes.
However, some propagation may be achieved depending on the strength of the jamming signal and the working range of the associated variable optical attenuators. Furthermore, amplifier transient oscillations leading to error bursts could still potentially propagate, where transients on one link could cause transients on successive links. Although amplifiers used in newer terrestrial networks work in constant gain mode with transient suppression control, there are still significant deployments with constant power based amplifiers.
In mixed line rate and future elastic optical networks, an alternative service degradation attack, which we refer to as a mixed modulation attack, could be achieved by inserting a lower linerate OOK-modulated signal near a higher line-rate 40/100/200G channel using BPSK, QPSK or DP-QPSK modulation without allowing for enough guardband [5] . This could cause increased cross phase modulation effects significantly degrading the higher line-rate signals. If such a signal were inserted as a legitimate connection, it could propagate through the network degrading all co-propagating neighboring higher-rate channels. Such a signal would not be thwarted by power equalizing components or even be detected as malicious by power monitoring equipment.
Another possible attack scenario, called a low power QoS attack and identified in [30] , could be realized by inserting a splitter at the head of a link to deliberately attenuate the power by a certain amount. In such a scenario, nodes equipped with attenuation-based power equalization downstream of the attack could actually help the attack to propagate by attenuating copropagating channels to ensure a flat power spectrum.
B. AGs and the Considered Propagation Model
In order to model the propagation characteristics of an attack and incorporate them into the protection process, we introduce the concept of an AG. We define an AG of a working or backup path i, denoted as AG(i), to comprise all other working paths which, if carrying an attacking signal, could potentially degrade path i. Naturally, this depends on the type of attack, its propagation characteristics and physical routing and WA of all the connections in the network. Unlike most SRGs which consider multiple correlated component failures generally based on physical proximity, AGs model attacking relations between connections based on attack propagation capabilities which may affect lightpaths at widespread locations. While SRGs are a function of a set of resources (e.g., links) and denote a group of lightpaths which fail simultaneously if a certain set of resources fails, AGs are a function of an individual connection (i.e., working or backup path). Moreover, unlike SRG-failure resiliency which is typically obtained through adaptation of lightpath routing, achieving attack survivability in certain scenarios needs to additionally take into account the interplay between lightpaths that stems from the WA scheme.
The concept of AGs can be applied to individual attacks by considering their distinctive propagation characteristics or a combination of them. In this paper, we consider the propagation scenario where an attacking signal inserted on any legitimate connection could potentially compromise all other connections sharing common links with it, as well as connections assigned the same wavelength and traversing common switches with it. 1 This assumption models the primary propagation of in-band high power jamming attacks in FOADM-based networks, where all connections co-propagating with the original attacking signal can be degraded. We consider in-band jamming in FOADMbased networks since a connection protected from such an attack would also inherently be protected from an analogous attack in ROADM-based networks, as well as out-of-band jamming attacks and mixed modulation attacks in MLR or elastic networks, where propagation is more limited. Thus, the model is rather general and considers a subset of attack scenarios taking into account different network architectures. Alternative attack models could be devised to include even more attacks or tailored to specific individual ones, according to the network architecture employed.
Calculation of the AGs of individual paths based on our propagation model and the impact of different path protection schemes is illustrated in (4) and are routed on the same wavelength (λ 1 ). For a connection to be attack-protected, the AGs of the primary and backup paths should be disjoint. Thus, the associated calculations of AGdisjointedness are shown in the figure. We can see that connection c 1 is not attack-protected because its working and backup paths share a common AG element, i.e., c W 2 . Similar considerations apply to connection c 3 , whose working and backup paths can both potentially be degraded by an attack inserted on c W 4 . Fig. 1 (b) shows a slightly different path protection scheme which achieves better attack-protection while using the same number of wavelengths and total path length as the solution in Fig. 1(a) . In Fig. 1(b) , all connections are attack-protected, i.e., all connections have AG-disjoint working and backup paths, while still occupying 3 wavelengths and 12 wavelength-links equal to that of the solution in Fig. 1(a) .
IV. AA-DPP: PROBLEM DEFINITION
The AA-DPP problem is defined as follows. Given is a physical topology graph G = (V, E), composed of a set of nodes V interconnected by a set E of directional links. Given are also a set of available wavelengths W and a set of connection requests C, each defined by their source and destination nodes. Solving the AA-DPP problem consists of finding a pair of link-disjoint paths for each connection request, along with their associated routing and WA schemes, while minimizing the number of attack-unprotected connections. A connection is assumed attack-unprotected if the working and backup paths of the connection are not AG-disjoint according to the attack propagation model described in Section III-B. The maximal total hop length for all established paths is constrained by a parameter H. No wavelength conversion is assumed meaning the wavelength continuity constraint must hold, i.e., a path (working or backup) must have the same wavelength assigned on all links along the path. The wavelength clash constraint must also hold where two paths sharing a common link cannot be assigned the same wavelength.
V. THE TWO-STEP ILP FORMULATION (AA-DPP-ILP)
Due to the high complexity of the AA-DPP problem with the described propagation model, we formulate a two-step ILP which solves the routing and the WA phases subsequently. The routing phase models attacking relations between connections sharing common links, while the WA phase models attacking relations between connections traversing common switches on the same wavelength. Note that an integrated ILP could be run by combining the two formulations to find a globally optimal solution but experimental results indicate that the integrated ILP could only be run in reasonable time for extremely small instances (4 nodes, 6 connections). Thus, the two-step approach is applied here. 
The objective of the routing phase of AA-DPP-ILP, given in Eq. (1), is to minimize the number of attack-unprotected connections under the assumption that an attack inserted on a working path can degrade any other working or backup path if they share a common link. Eqs. 
The objective of the WA phase of AA-DPP-ILP, given in Eq. (4), is to minimize the number of connections which remain unprotected from attacks (on links or inside switches) according to the assumed propagation model described in Section III-B. Eqs. (5) model the wavelength clash and continuity constraints. Eqs. (6) identify wavelength-and switch-sharing among working and backup path pairs which determine individual AGs with respect to this property. Eqs. (6a) and (6b) couple the working and the backup path of connection c, respectively, to any connection d whose working path shares a wavelength and a switch with them, while Eqs. (6c) and (6d) mark wavelength-and switchsharing over all connections.
Eqs. (7) 
C. The Complexity of AA-DPP-ILP
To get insight into the size of the proposed AA-DPP-ILP formulation, we calculate the asymptotic number of variables (v) and constraints (c) in the routing (R) and the WA phase (denoted as N v −R , N c−R , N v −WA and N c−WA , respectively) as a function of the number of connection demands (C), available wavelengths (W), network nodes (V) and edges (E). These relations are given as
If we assume an asymptotic number of connection requests of C ≈ V 2 (i.e., a fully connected logical topology) and an asymptotic number of physical links of E ≈ V 2 (i.e., a fully connected physical topology), then
VI. ATTACK-AWARE DEDICATED PATH PROTECTION HEURISTIC (AA-DPP-H)
For larger problem instances, solving the two-step AA-DPP-ILP becomes computationally intractable. Therefore, we propose an iterative heuristic for attack-aware dedicated path protection, denoted as AA-DPP-H. The pseudocode of the AA-DPP-H algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . As in the ILP, the objective of AA-DPP-H is to minimize the number of attack-unprotected connections according to the propagation model described in Section III-B. In the heuristic, we also apply a secondary objective to minimize the number of working paths that can simultaneously be affected by a single attack inserted on any one of them, referred to as the attack radius (AR), as applied previously to non-survivable attack-aware RWA approaches [25] . The AR corresponds to the maximal size of the AG of any working path. For the illustrative example shown in Fig. 1(a) , the AR is equal to AR = max |AG(c
Analogously, the AR of the DPP scheme in Fig. 1(b) is equal to 1. The AA-DPP-H algorithm takes as input the physical topology G = (V,E), the set of available wavelengths W, the set of connection requests C, the maximum allowed number of iterations i MAX , and the number of K shortest paths to be considered as candidate routes. Initially, the incumbent solution, denoted as C SOL , is empty, while the number of unprotected connections (UC) and the AR are initialized to a large numerical value modeling infinity. The algorithm iteratively constructs a feasible solution C SOL i using a greedy attack-aware approach, and updates the incumbent solution if a more secure solution C SOL i is found. The algorithm ends if a solution where all connections are attack-protected is found or the maximal number of iterations is reached. Details of the construction and evaluation phases are described below.
A. Construction Phase
In order to construct a feasible solution, the algorithm processes one connection request c at a time while attempting to minimize (i) the number of potential common attackers (denoted as ca in the pseudocode) shared among its working path c W and backup path c B ; and (ii) the number of existing connections (denoted as UC c ) whose AG-disjointedness is violated by c W . We use a layered graph approach where a copy of the physical topology is made for each wavelength, and occupied wavelength-links in the current partial solution are deleted from their corresponding layers when searching for paths for subsequent requests. For each connection request, the approach first searches for up to K available shortest path candidates for c C SOL i and their links are marked as unavailable on the selected wavelengths w and z (line 24). If no feasible solution is found after checking all wavelengths, all resources are released and set C is shuffled randomly (line 26). The procedure is repeated until a feasible solution C SOL i is found.
B. Evaluation Phase
In the evaluation phase, the feasible solution found in the greedy construction phase is evaluated with respect to the previously described optimization criteria (i.e., number of attackunprotected connection and the AR). The algorithm calculates the AGs for all working and backup paths (lines 30-31), identifies attack-unprotected connections (lines [32] [33] and calculates the network AR (lines [34] [35] . If the current solution C SOL i has fewer attack-unprotected connections UC i, or the same UC i but a lower AR (line 36), the incumbent solution is updated (line 37).
C. Computational Complexity
To find the K-shortest working and backup paths for each connection, Yen's K shortest path algorithm [31] (using a regular linked list implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm as a subroutine) is used, whose complexity is O (KV 3 
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Benchmarking Algorithms
To evaluate whether the proposed approaches can achieve significant attack-protection while using the same amount of network resources as standard non-attack-aware DPP, the algorithms are compared with two benchmarking link-disjoint DPP approaches, denoted as DPP-ILP and DPP-H, whose objectives are to minimize the lengths of the established paths and/or the number of wavelengths used. The resource consumption obtained by these algorithms is then used as input to constrain their attack-aware counterparts.
DPP-ILP is a two-step ILP formulation, analogous to AA-DPP-ILP, but instead of minimizing the number of attackunprotected connections, the routing phase aims at minimizing the total path length used, while the WA phase minimizes the number of wavelengths used. The formulation is derived from formulation AA-DPP-ILP as follows. The link/switch-sharing and attack-reach variables are dropped in both phases, as well as input parameters H and W. The routing sub-problem of DPP-ILP is then solved with the objective of minimizing the total length of the established paths, equal to the left-hand side of Eq. (2d), and by considering only constraints Eq. (2a)-(2c) from Section V-A.
The WA sub-problem of DPP-ILP is aimed at minimizing the number of used wavelengths. Thus, the formulation employs the WA variables from Section V-B as well as an additional binary variable y w indicating whether wavelength w is used in the final solution. The objective is then to minimize the total number of wavelengths used, i.e., w ∈W y w . The WA phase is solved by applying the constraints described in Equations (5), as well as the following two constraints which indicate the wavelengths used:
DPP-H is a heuristic approach similar to the dynamic DPP algorithm from [32] , which calculates the routes of the working and protection path sequentially by applying a shortest path algorithm assuming full wavelength-conversion. To be in line with the problem considered in this paper, the approach is modified to assume a static environment with no wavelength-conversion. Like AA-DPP-H, DPP-H is run as an iterative process with different connection request orderings, but without applying attack-awareness. In every iteration, it searches for a working and a backup path of all requests with the objective of minimizing the number of used wavelengths. The working and backup path of each connection are assigned the shortest path on the first available wavelength. The algorithm begins each iteration by using just one wavelength and adds a new one only when the working or the backup path cannot fit on any of the previously used wavelengths. At the end of the iteration, the incumbent solution is updated if the current solution uses fewer wavelengths, or if it uses the same number of wavelengths but establishes a shorter total path length.
B. Implementation Details and Experimental Setup
The two-step ILP formulations AA-DPP-ILP and DPP-ILP were solved using CPLEX v12.4, while iterative heuristics AA-DPP-H and DPP-H were implemented as a software tool in C++. All algorithms were run on an HP workstation equipped with 8 Intel Xeon 2.67 GHz processors and 16 GB RAM.
Three networks were considered, shown in Fig. 3 . Due to the complexity of the two-step attack-aware ILP formulation, AA-DPP-ILP and DPP-ILP were only tested for the network shown in Fig. 3(a) with 8 nodes and 12 bi-directional links, each representing two directed links. The AA-DPP-H and DPP-H heuristics were evaluated on the 8-node network, as well as on the reference networks shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c) corresponding to the nation-wide network of Germany (GER; 11 nodes, 34 bidirectional links) and the US NSF network (14 nodes, 21 bidirectional link), respectively. Sets of connection requests were generated as follows. For the 8-node network, 1 to 6 random outgoing connection requests were assigned to each node representing long-term traffic flows. Ten such sets were created, ranging in size from 23 to 34 requests, with an average logical degree of 3.5.
For the GER and NSF networks, a multilayer approach was used to generate the connection requests. First, five traffic matrices were created for each network using the method from [33] , which generates long-term traffic flow estimates between node pairs based on the populations and distances of cities corresponding to the network nodes. The generated traffic was proportional to node populations (taken from [34] ) and inversely proportional to their distances, with a randomness factor set to 25% to create random fluctuations around the deterministic values. Then, assuming a connection capacity of 100 Gb/s, as many connection requests were established per node pair as needed to carry all of the offered traffic in a single logical hop, with no constraints on the number of transceivers. To do so, the generated traffic matrices were normalized to five different values in order to model different traffic loads, yielding average values of 100 to 250 connections for each test case, as shown in Table I .
To evaluate the attack-protection that can be obtained with AA-DPP-ILP while using the same amount of resources as DPP-ILP, the path length and the number of wavelengths used in the solutions obtained by DPP-ILP were fed as parameters H and W, respectively, in AA-DPP-ILP. Analogously, the number of available wavelengths in AA-DPP-H was set to the number of wavelengths obtained by DPP-H. Both iterative heuristics were run for 100 iterations and the value of parameter K in AA-DPP-H was set to 2, determined experimentally. Feasible solutions were found in all cases with no connection blocking. For each test case run, the length of the established working and backup paths, the number of used wavelengths, the number of attackunprotected connections and the running times of the algorithms were recorded. The results are discussed in the next section. 
C. Simulation Results
Figs. 4 and 5 show the performance of all the implemented algorithms for the 8-node test cases. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of attack-unprotected connections in the solutions obtained by each approach. The attack-aware approaches, AA-DPP-ILP and AA-DPP-H, obtain solutions in which on average only 5.5% and 12.5% of connections remain unprotected from attacks, respectively. In comparison, the attack-unaware approaches obtain solutions with an average of 68.2% (DPP-ILP) and 79.5% (DPP-H) of connections attack-unprotected. In general, AA-DPP-ILP performs best with respect to attack-protection, finding solutions with zero attack-unprotected connections in four of the ten test cases. AA-DPP-H performs somewhat worse than AA-DPP-ILP in all but one test case (recall that AA-DPP-ILP is a two-step ILP which does not necessarily find a globally optimal solution), but still significantly outperforms the non-attack-aware algorithms in all cases. Fig. 5 shows resource consumption of the proposed approaches in terms of the total length of the established paths (see Fig. 5(a) ) and the number of wavelengths used (see Fig. 5(b) ). The routing phase of AA-DPP-ILP takes as input the total hop count obtained by the routing phase of DPP-ILP (whose objective is to minimize hop count), so both formulations establish solutions with equal hops and, thus, are shown together in the figure. The two-step formulations obtained slightly better results than the iterative heuristics, finding on average 2.6% shorter paths than AA-DPP-H, which in turn found solutions 2.2% shorter than DPP-H. Regarding wavelength usage, recall that the number of wavelengths used in the solutions obtained by DPP-ILP and DPP-H are fed as input parameters to their attackaware counterparts. Therefore, AA-DPP-ILP and AA-DPP-H use the same number of wavelengths as DPP-ILP and DPP-H, respectively, and are, thus, grouped together in Fig. 5(b) . Due to more restrictive routing, the two-step formulations obtain solutions using on average 12.3% more wavelengths than the iterative heuristics. In sum, we can see that the attack-aware approaches obtain enhanced solutions compared to their nonattack-aware counterparts for the 8-node network, while the choice of applying the two-step ILP or iterative heuristic depends on whether attack-protection or wavelength usage are the priority.
The degree of attack-protection in the solutions obtained by the iterative heuristics for the larger network instances is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 6 shows the percentage of connections which remain attack-unprotected, while Fig. 7 presents the resulting network AR after running the DPP-H and AA-DPP-H algorithms. The shown values are averaged over five different traffic instances for each of the five test cases. Compared to DPP-H, AA-DPP-H obtains solutions with a significantly lower number of connections left attack-unprotected and an overall lower AR. Specifically, for the GER network (see Fig. 6(a) ), AA-DPP-H leaves on average only 11% of connections unprotected (averaged over all test cases), while DPP-H leaves 83% of connections unprotected. For the NSF network (see Fig. 6(b) ), the average number of UCs established by AA-DPP-H is 2% compared to 80% left unprotected by DPP-H. Furthermore, the AR obtained by AA-DPP-H is 19% and 23% lower than that of DPP-H for the GER and NSF network, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 . Table II and Fig. 8 illustrate the resource usage of the solution obtained by iterative approaches. Note that both algorithms use the same number of wavelengths (shown in Table II) , since the value obtained by DPP-H is fed as an input parameter to AA-DPP-H. The average path lengths, however, differ somewhat, particularly for the NSF network, as shown in Fig. 8 . The total paths (working and backup) established by AA-DPP-H (averaged over the five test scenarios) for the GER network use the same number of hops as those set up by DPP-H (within the order of magnitude of 10 −2 ), while using the same number of wavelengths. For the NSF network, the paths set up by AA-DPP-H traverse 6% fewer hops than those established by DPP-H. This could be explained by the fact that shorter paths have a smaller number of potential attacking points (i.e., links and nodes) which generally helps reduce the number of connections affected by propagating attacks making them more favorable to AA-DPP-H. When the actual obtained path length (in km) is analyzed instead of the hop count, the average difference between DPP-H and AA-DPP-H for each test case was below 2% for both networks. Based on these results, we can conclude that the proposed attack-aware heuristic AA-DPP-H was able to significantly improve attack protection with respect to non-attack-aware approach DPP-H with no adverse effects on resource usage.
Regarding the execution times of the proposed approaches, as expected AA-DPP-ILP ran the longest, averaging 9 min per test case for the 8-node network, while DPP-ILP ran for 3 min on average. For the same test cases, AA-DPP-H ran for Table III . The longer duration of a single iteration of AA-DPP-H compared to DPP-H is due to the fact that many solutions are checked until a feasible one is found, and attacking relations must be calculated for each candidate path pair. This is especially true for the NSF network test cases where finding feasible solutions is more challenging due to lower connectivity and a higher number of connection requests considered. Although AA-DPP-H runs longer than DPP-H, recall that we are considering a static planning problem for which all of the shown execution times are acceptable. Furthermore, AA-DPP-H is an iterative process where fewer iterations could be run to achieve a desired tradeoff between execution time and solution quality. As an example, the percentage of UCs in the solutions obtained by running the algorithm for only ten iterations ranged between 10% and 14.3% for the GER network test cases and between 2.4% and 5% for the NSF network, which still significantly outperforms DPP-H.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper considers AA-DPP in optical networks. While standard protection schemes typically protect from single or multiple component failures by establishing link/node disjoint paths, such approaches may not be entirely effective in the presence of propagating physical-layer attacks. To deal with this issue, we identify potential attacking relations between connections based on specific attack propagation characteristics, forming so-called AG, and propose to establish connections whose working and the backup paths are AG-disjoint to ensure that a single attack could not affect both of them simultaneously. Since providing full attack-protection may not be economically viable due to the large amount of resources required, we propose to add attack-awareness to standard survivability approaches to reduce the number of attack-unprotected connections in a resourceefficient manner. In this paper, we focus on in-band high-power jamming attacks, and propose a two-step ILP formulation and iterative heuristic to solve the AA-DPP problem. Simulation results indicate that proposed approaches can obtain solutions with significantly enhanced attack protection while using the same amount of network resources as conventional dedicated path protection schemes. Similar approaches could be developed to include additional physical-layer attacks by applying extended attack propagation models and their corresponding AGs. 
